1 the proposed control design methodology has the following properties: the control design can be carried out in a non-heuristic, tractable and routine-like fashion; the design steps are the same for the three DoF model as for the two DoF model in [9, 10] ; the model can be extended with additional nonlinearities such as friction; a feasible LMI solution is achieved via convex hull manipulation; the control design strategy is also oblivious as to whether the non-linearities are given as analytical formulas, in soft-computing form or as numerical data sets. Numerical simulations are carried out with a perturbed case, where measurement noise, time delay, parameter uncertainties and control signal saturation are present.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the equations of motion and the qLPV model of the three DoF aeroelastic wing section. Section III introduces the proposed control design strategy. Based on the control strategy, Section IV gives the results of the control design, Section V provides simulation results with evaluation and comparison to results of other published solutions.
Conclusions are stated at the end of the paper.
II. Equations of Motion of the Three DoF Aeroelastic Wing Section
One of the most recent models of the three DoF aeroelastic wing section based on real measurements, which was adopted in this investigation, was presented and deeply elaborated in [11, 15] [15] by curve tting on the measured displacement-moment data for a nonlinear spring k α (α) = 25.55 − 103.19α + 543.24α 2 . It is important to emphasize that the order of the polynomial dening k α (α) does not inuence the control design methodology, see later. Hence, one can apply a higher order polynomial to model the nonlinearity of the spring, which can be found in previous works dealing with the aeroelastic wing section model ( [5] ).
Quasi-steady aerodynamic force L and moment M are assumed in the same way as earlier works had done in their control design approaches:
The above L and M above are accurate for the low-velocity regime.
Based on [15] , it is assumed that the trailing-edge servo-motor dynamics can be represented using a second-order system of the form:
By combining equations (1), (2) and (3) one obtains:
where M eom , C eom , K eom and F eom are the mass, damping, stiness and forcing matrices of the equation of motion [15] .
The above equation can be transformed to state-space qLPV form of:
with input u(t) = u β ∈ R, the measurable output y(t) = α ∈ R and state vector x(t) = (
A(p(t)) B(p(t)) C(p(t)) D(p(t))
is a parameter-varying object, where
closed hypercube. p(t) includes α, an element of x(t), therefore, (6) belongs to the class of qLPV systems.
The elements of S(p(t)) are:
The details and denition of each system parameter can be found in [15] and they have the (6) is given for any parameter as the parameter-varying convex combination of LTI system matrices S ∈ R O×I .
S(p(t))
..
where p(t) ∈ Ω. The (N+2) dimensional coecient tensor S ∈ R I1×I2×···×In×O×I is constructed from the LTI vertex systems S i1,i2,...,iN (8) and the row vector w n (p n (t)) contains one variable and continuous weighting functions w n,in (p n (t)), i n = 1 . . . I N . The weighting functions satisfy the following criteria:
∀n, p n (t) : as a result of a black-box identication etc.), within a reasonable amount of time [17] . Thus, the transformation replaces the analytical, and in many cases complex and not obvious conversions to numerical, tractable and straightforward operations that can be carried out in a routine fashion. 
t) = A(p(t))x(t) + B(p(t))u(t) + K(p(t))(y(t) −ŷ(t)) y(t) = C(p(t))x(t), where u(t) = −F(p(t))x(t).
This, takes the following TP type polytopic structure:
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The goal of the design is to determine gains F and K in such a way that the stability of the output-feedback control structure is guaranteed. There are several LMI theorems available for observer and controller design to derive the vertex gains K of the observer and the feedback gains F of the controller.
The following control performance requirements were specied:
• Asymptotic stability for the controller and observer;
• Decay rate for the controller;
• Constrain on the control value for the controller.
This paper selects the same LMI theorems as applied for the 2 DoF aeroelastic wing case presented in [9, 10] :
Theorem 1 (Globally and asymptotically stable observer and controller) Assume the polytopic model (8) with controller and observer structure (11) . This output-feedback control structure is globally and asymptotically stable if there exists such P 1 > 0, P 2 > 0 and M 1,r , N 2,r (r = 1, . . . , R and R is the number of LTI vertex systems) satisfying equations
for r < s ≤ R, except the pairs (r, s) such that ∀p(t) : w r (p(t))w s (p(t)) = 0, and where M 1,r = F r P 1 and N 2,r = P 2 K r . The feedback gains and the observer gains can then be obtained from the solution of the above LMIs as F r = M 1,r P −1
Theorem 2 (Globally and asymptotically stable observer and controller with decay rate)
Solving the LMIs yields asymptotically stable observer and controller with decay rate.
Theorem 3 (Globally and asymptotically stable observer and controller with constraint on the control value) Simultaneously solving the LMIs of Theorem 1 with Theorem 3 in the form of:
leads to an asymptotically stable controller and observer structure with bounded l 2 norm of the controller.
One can utilise or design further LMIs in order to guarantee various additional constraints.
D.
Searching feasibility of LMI tests via convex hull manipulation LMI based design yields an optimized solution for the given convex hull, rather than for the given qLPV problem, making the control design conservative. As such, the feasibility test of LMIs is sensitive to the actual polytopic form of the model [21] , hence both the LMI based optimalisation and the convex hull manipulation must be simultaneously investigated for control system design. A number of dierent convex models was dened in [10] . SNNN, CNO and IRNO type convex representations were examined in the current investigation, however, only the CNO type representation was able to lead to feasible LMI solution, see later. A Stribeck friction model dened in the following form is applied:
where c β servoC = 4.182 * 10 − 4N m is the Coulomb friction term, c β servoS = 1.2 · c β servoC is the Stribeck friction term andβ Stribeck = 0.0075rad/s is the Stribeck velocity. The values of these parameters were chosen based on engineering considerations in order to obtain a realistic friction model. It must be mentioned that other nonlinear friction models can also be implemented, which can be given in analytical, soft computing form or as data sets.
The parameter space Ω has to be extended by one dimension in x 3 (t) =β. The friction model is expected to be valid in the interval ofβ ∈ [−1.5, 1.5](rad/s). The grid density can be dened Two simulation cases were compared for each controller.
• Case 1 -perturbed system is to test the robustness of the solution. Case 1 includes:
random noise normally distributed with a variance of 10% added to the measured output signal;
3 ms constant time delay representing the computational delay;
modied nominal values of masses and inertia by ±15%; saturation of the control value.
• Case 2 -ideal reference case represents the ideal simulation cases without the perturbations listed in Case 1.
In case of Controller 3, Case 1 simulation has saturation of the control signal as the only perturbation. Table 1 Maximal control values and the settling times for the designed control solutions.
controller. The evaluation is summarized in Table 1 .
It can be concluded that Controller 2.1 out of the rst three designed controllers has the best performance according to our objectives. Controller 3 has a performance that is similar to Controller 1. However, Controller 3 has to stabilize the system with an additional nonlinearity caused by the friction. Control performance: The control performance can be compared with the results presented in [15] , where The LQR controller was designed for the same three DoF aeroelastic wing section.
One can observe that the controllers derived with the TP type polytopic model and LMI design produce considerably faster responses in Case 2, but the cost is a higher control value. Case 1, which is a more realistic physical environment, saturates the control signal making the settling time somewhat longer, comparable to the results found in [15] . It also has to be mentioned that the LPV model in [15] has nonlinearity only in one dimension, namely in U , and the controller designed in the same paper is not output, but full state feedback controller.
A similar model was examined in [22] in which an LQR based output feedback controller was designed. The control performance is similar to the performance of Controller 2.1. However, simulation Case 1 of Controller 2.1 also includes time delay, parameter uncertainties and noise on the measured output signal.
The control performance, based on the above mentioned criteria, is similar to the controller presented in [9] , which can be expected, since the same LMIs and the same control design methodology was used. On the other hand, it has to be emphasized that the present controller is designed for the three DoF model, rather than the two DoF model and the results of Case 1 simulations include time delay, noise on the measured signal, control signal saturation and parameter uncertainties.
Multi-input/multi-output control designs are used in papers [8, 12, 23] . However, the actuator dynamics are not included in the models in those cases.
Control design methodology: Note that very simple LMI theorems have been applied so far.
If one would like to go for higher control performance, various choices of performance specications could be attempted through more powerful LMI design theorems and further convex hull manipulation. Former solutions of the 3 DoF aeroelastic control problem do not focus on considerations other than stability.
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VI.
Conclusions
The proposed numerical control design methodology for Tensor Product type polytopic models can be executed systematically in a routine-like manner and preserves this property even if the model is extended with additional nonlinearities (such as friction). The proposed methodology is capable of control performance optimization through the use of linear matrix inequalities and convex hull manipulation. Based on the proposed control design methodology, the paper gives a stabilising control solution for the three degree-of-freedom aeroelastic wing section with linear and nonlinear friction. It is shown by simulation of a perturbed model that the designed controller and observer are resilient to a variety of perturbations. The next step of the research is to design a stabilising control solution to the same wing model with parameter uncertainties and the time delay included in the design phase and in the model, thus guarantees on the robustness can be made.
